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QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN IT PROJECTS

Your Benefit
 ň Qualitative, efficient and effective

In development processes

 ň Holistic
Sustainability and professionalism from the idea to the 
implementation

 ň Profitability
Avoidance of failure costs and consequential costs

 ň Objectivity
Neutral consulting, independent from manufacturers

 ň Comprehensive Services
Expert knowledge, training, coaching, operative execution

Services
 ň Project support with quality management

 ň Coaching in the conception and set-up of projects

 ň Support by agile project management

 ň Risk management

 ň External and independent project reviews

 ň Practical project controlling

 ň Support in system migration and integration

 ň Quality assurance, testing and test automation

 ň Support in tenders

 ň Validation of the project‘s compliance with regard to audits

 ň Coaching of the project managers and conflict resolution in
the project

Efficiency and Quality of Software Tenders, Implementation,  
Migration and Operation

 ň How can you ensure efficient implementation of standard or  
 individual software? 

 ň How can you ensure the quality and efficiency of your project  
 and its results?

 ň How can you ensure not to be massively out in your estimation  
 of the project already when starting it?

 ň How do you ensure that after start of operation upcoming  
 changes are tested efficiently and effectively, so that operation  
 is not interrupted?

Software Quality Lab gives advice and support from idea to appro-
val. Benefit from long experience in projects and increase not only 
the quality but also the cost efficiency of your projects.
The earlier you call in Software Quality Lab the more you will profit: 
Your projects will remain in the time and budget frame and will be 
completed successfully and sustainably.

“Why do we never have the time to do something right, 
but we always have the time to do it again?”

Gerald M. Weinberg
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